Voice Recognition Solution
Boost your Warehouse Productivity
Million Tech’s Voice Picking System (VPS)
enables business to make wise decision of
resource allocation and sales forecast. The
system perfectly integrates into the standard
operation procedures (SOP) of warehouse
which are usually consist of: inventory receiving,
replenishing, order picking, and loading.
Productivity up to

25%

By utilizing wearable device and artificial
intelligent (AI) voice navigation software to
boost the productivity up to 25%. Creating
synergy which enables worker to achieve
hands-free and eyes-free in daily operation.

Investment Return Within

18 Months

Picking Accuracy Rate

99.99%

Industrial Application
Automotive

Consumer goods

Dairy & Agriculture

Electronics

Food & Beverage

Manufacturing

Pharmaceuticals

Wholesale/ Retail Business

Feature
Wearable voice system device
with extend functions: connects
with handheld terminal, mobile
printer, RFID equipment, and etc.

Adopt voice navigation to
facilitate job task

Support multi-entry methods:
Voice, Barcode, RFID, Image,
Video, etc.

Real time data transfer to
backend server

Highly compatible with other
data management systems: ERP,
WMS, SCM, etc.

Battery support work
endurance up to 12+ hours

High temperature adaptability,
ranging from -30°C to 50°C

Artificial intelligent (AI) allow
system to learn the way on how
operators speak

Benefit

Achieve Synergy with Wearable Equipment – Headphone
Greatly reduce time and cost of employees’ training up to 80%
Easy to master the voice system within 15 minutes
Hands free, and eyes free for extra productivity
Adopt voice navigation to facilitate job task completion
Customize conversation dialogue with Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP)
Powerful backend system to provide more than 30+
Analyses
Perfect replenishment plan with real time data
Multi-layers verification mechanism to ensure each step
is correct
Calculate distance, location, and workload of each order in
advance for better job allocation

Contact Us: If you have further enquiries, please contact us for more information & discussion.

Address: Unit 509, 5/F, Tower II, Cheung Sha Wan Plaza, 833 Cheung Sha Wan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong
General Line:
(852) 2788 3306
Sales Enquiry: (852) 2784 2868
Service Hotline: (852) 2784 2888

Fax: (852) 2319 2967
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